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Notre-Dame de Paris (/ ? n ? t r ? ? d ?? m, ? n o? t r ? ? d e? m, ? n o? t r ? ? d ?? m /; French: [n?t?? dam d?
pa?i] (); meaning "Our Lady of Paris"), often referred to simply as Notre-Dame, is a medieval Catholic
cathedral on the Île de la Cité in the 4th arrondissement of Paris, France.PARIS — Notre-Dame cathedral, the
symbol of the beauty and history of Paris, was scarred by an extensive fire on Monday evening that caused its
delicate spire to collapse, bruised the Parisian ...Treasure. The word does not leave indifferent. His mysterious
side prevails, clinging, intriguing, seductive, fascinating. As more than two hundred and fifty treasures of
cathedrals, churches and abbeys of France open to the public, the treasure of Notre-Dame de Paris is a
privileged witness of Art and history, witness of spiritual memory.A massive blaze at Notre Dame Cathedral in
Paris devastated large parts of the 850-year-old church. The fire is now out, but the cathedral's iconic spire fell
during the hours it took to battle ...Hours after a massive fire engulfed the historic Notre Dame Cathedral in
Paris on Monday, a city official said the structure of the building had been saved. The fire caused the cathedral's
roof to ...Notre Dame Cathedral, one of the world's most famous churches, erupted in flames Monday in Paris,
losing its spire but remaining otherwise largely intact after firefighters worked through the ...PARIS – Notre
Dame Cathedral was perhaps only minutes away from total destruction when Monday's blaze swept through the
medieval building, authorities said. At least 30 firetrucks, vehicles and ...PARIS – The structure of the Notre
Dame Cathedral has been saved from a massive fire that had threatened to gut the 800-year-old beloved
landmark, fire officials said late Monday. “The worst ...A "computer glitch" may have been behind the fastspreading fire that ravaged Notre Dame, the cathedral's rector said Friday. Speaking during a meeting of local
business owners, rector Patrick ...The Notre-Dame Cathedral in Paris caught fire on Monday, causing major
damage to the centuries-old building. Early Tuesday morning the fire was contained, police officials in Paris
said, according ... - Cathedral Of Notre Dame

